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Lawmakers tackle tuition

by Sandi Dolbee
editor-in-chief
Students have got to become more concerned
and active in the issue of higher tuition.
James Brooks, Central's president, stresses
that this issue is very important, especially now,
and hopes that much more attention can be
payed to it publicly.
Right now, the lawmakers and certain
committees are struggling with two. issues
concerning tuition. The first is how much
students should have ·to pay toward college
expenses and the second is how they should pay
ti.
.

Lawmakers are saying that this loan bill will
make it possible for anyone to go to school,
despite their parents' financial status.
· Under the proposed bill, students could
borrow a maximum of $2,500 per year.
Many educators and members of the Council
on Higher Education have come out in strong
support of ~his measure.
Dr. Brooks says he is in favor of any kind of

On the latter
issue, there are
at least three
options being
thought about.
The
first option would beto have all
students pay a flat fee per
quarter,
just like it is now, except tuition very
likely could be considerably higher.
The second option is what has been
termed "graduated tuition," in which a
,freshman and sophomore .would
pay
re.d uced fee-s and then tuition would
increase substantially for juniors and seniors.
Dr. Brooks explained the reasoning behind
this was that as the student advances in college,
he as an individual benefits more from his
education, therefore, the investment would be ·
more worthwhile.
"I would agree with this proposal," he added,
"as long as it is some decent, reasonable
percentage."
The third option would be to charge student'.'3
per credit. Dr. Brooks also agreed that this plan
would be all right if all the credits involved the
same charges.
Dr. Brooks said that under the present
system, students who have the time to carry 20
credits reaUy are getting a break.
_
"However," he added, "it would cause quite a
problem in _terms of charges and record
keeping ... but I suppose that _could be worked
out."
This charge per credit hour is the suggestion
that the committee for the Joint Council ori
High~r Education seems to be studying most
recently.
Dennis Curry, deputy coordinator for finance,
said that thg committ~e is considering this
charge per credit hour and is thinking of
submitting it to the main council sometime this
week.
"We're studying it," Curry added, "trying to
find out those rates that would neither increase
nor decrease the cost right now."
He stressed that the committee is concerned
primarily with finding a more equitable way of
collecting tuition.
"Right now students enrolled part-time pay
twice as much as students who take 15 credits,"
Curry said.
Both Curry and Dr. Brooks agree that tuition
probably will not be increased in this legislative
session.
Dr. Brooks, however, is holding his breath
because too often the legislature has moved at
the last minute to increase tuition when a
budget deficit appeared.
Dr. Brooks grimly predicts that by 1975
tuition and fees will be rais'ed such that students
from lower income homes will find attending a
four-year college almost impossible.
Currently in the · legislature there is a bill
which would establish a Washington State
Assistance Authority to provide full cost loans
for students of Washington colleges.

program which would help students. But he has
some ....reservations about this loan proposal.
Dr. Brooks explained that he sees this
proposal as part of a complete package which
also would include a tuition hike.
"I am not sure myself whether I would be
willing to take out a substantial loan to get
through college that I know I'd have to pay back
over a long period of time," he concluded.
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Hanson blood drive set

There will be a blood drive Monday at the United Methodist
Church in Ellensburg, for Tara Hanson, daughter of Rich and
Linda Hanson. Rich is Central's two-time All-American basketball
player.
Young Tara, who celebrated her first birthday January 12,
watching her dad defeat Western Washington, will need open
heart surgery soon to repair a birth defect.
_
The blood drive will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the United
Methodist Church, Third and Ruby.

Liz, Dick film slated
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton team up once more in this
weekend's ASC movie, "The Taming of the Shrew."
This Shakespearean comedy is a less than ecstatic view of
married life and as one magazine review put it, "A salty salve of
the war between the sexes."
This campus flick will be shown in the SUB small ballroom beginning at 7 p.m. today and tomorrow. Admission is 75 cents
with an ASC card.
'

Trustees meeti~g tfoday

UNARMED BANDIT- Parking meters have
{n~ded the solitude of the small parking lot
across the street from Shaw Smyser Hall. They

for people
making short business trips to the campus.
(photo by Chang P. Jay)

Parking meters installed
Six parking meters have been
installed in the Buttons Apartments parking lot at the corner
of Ninth and D Streets across
from Shaw-Smyser.
The meters,. designed to
accommodate people making
quick trips to the campus, have a
30-minute time limit. Thirty
minutes of parking time costs 10
cents, or the patron can buy 15
minutes for a nickel. The meters
have been in service since the
last week in January.
A need for the met.e rs has long
been recognized by the Traffic
Security Office, according to Don
Redlinger, director of security.
"Some space near the lower

end of campus was especially
needed for people making short
business visits to such places as
the Administration Building and
Barge Hall," said Redlinger. "We
had signs up before, but the 30minute regulation was almost
impossible to enforce. Too many
people took advantage of the free
spaces for longer periods of time,
and those making short trips
often had to park much farther
away."
Now the 30-minute parking
rule is much easier to enforce,
said Redlinger. The Campus
Security patrols the lot regularly
and immediately issues a citation
to any car parked at a meter with

TO FEB. 28-LAST DAYS TO
SAVE ON "

i

~iJ---:

The Board of Trustees of Central will heaT a report on the bid
status of a proposed $4.8 million library-instructional complex
during a special meeting on the campus today.
.
Advertisements seeking re-bidding on the project were
published in early February and the contract may be awarded in
early March.
Construction of the complex was set back when first bids
received, in August 1972, were more than a million dollars above
funds available. The project has been redesigned to meet allowable
construction cost.
Trustees will take up the library matter, consider a revised
Affirmative Action Policy and hold a hearing on adoption of a
public records policy during the special meet at 8 p.m. in room 204
of the SUB.
Members of the 1>oard also will take part in other public
meetings during the afternoon.
At 1 p.m. several of the board will tour the Brooklane Nursery
School on campus. Some of the five trustees will meet with
Housing Officer Jim Hollister in his Barge Hall office at 2:30 p.m.
Three of the trustees . are expected to participate in special
ceremonies at 3 p.m. at the Toppenish Migrant Center honoring
the late Stanley Smartlowit.
At 4 p.m., trustees will meet with Vice President Edward
Harrington in his Barge Hall office to discuss academic programs.
The board members and President James Brooks will dine with
college head residents at 5:45 p.m. in Sue Lombard Dining Hall.
A report on the college Educational Opportunities Program will
be presented to trustees at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB, room 204.

no time showing.
The six spaces are the only
ones in the lot designed for
temporary public parking,
warned Redlinger. There are 48
other spaces in the lot which are
allotted to faculty and staff
members.
The meters were installed by
the Rockwell Corporation - of
Seattle at a cost to the school of
about $360.
"The meters have already met
with general acceptance," added
Redlinger. "The only problem
encountered other than instances
of overparking, has been with
state, county, city and federal
automobiles. These cars are
allowed to park unrestricted in
The annual SPURS Tolo will be held this year on March 10th
most school lots, and some
drivers assume that they can do from 9 p.m. to midnight. The theme of the dance will be "An Irish
the same in the metered spaces. Spring" and will be held in the SUB .L arge Ballroom. The affair will
But if these cars are parked in be formal-semi-formal.
Tickets may be purchased at the SUB information booth one
the 30-minute spaces, their
drivers must pay and obey the · week before the dance or at the door. Tickets are priced at $3.50
per couple.
time limit like everyone else."

SPURS plan dance

•

TEAC's factory-authorized Sale Nears End.

DOUBLE SAVINGS!

TUESDAY~FEB.

1. Save 10% on .

HAPPY HOUR
All-DAY -

"before

•
101h inch reels • Bias
Three Motors •
Switch •
"Edi Q"
One
Hand Pause
Control.

See 'em now at

revaluation"
prices.

TOTAL
SAVINGS
20 to 253

iTE~~~e!:.R~!!
PICK UP YOUR CATALOG

27th

SPECIAL

selected
. display units
2. ·Save an added
10-15% by
buying at old,

The TEAC 3300:

•

12 .NOON

All NITEI

12:00 MIDNIGHT

15c Schooners - 85c Pitchers
\

PIZZA .PLACE
IN THE PLAZA

925-9948

JSF tentatively cuts programs
In a closed hearing that went
well into its fourth hour Tuesday
afternoon, the Joint Student
Fees Committee voted to tentatively not fund fine arts, ethnic
studies, opera or the Mexico
program.
Members ,of the committee
stressed to the press that these
cuts are indeed just tentative
recommendations. Once the total
budget is gone through and if
there are any funds left over
then these areas will be looked at
again.
Its final recommendations then
will be · submitted to the president.
· Dale Widner; JSF accountant,
said that if any people are
bothered by any of the committee's recommendations there will
be availability for input on this in
· a couple of weeks when the
entire budget will be reviewed in
an open hearing.
"They're all good programs,
but it's just the wrong year," he
commented during the meeting.
The committee at present is
trying to divide up a $300,000 pie
among more than a dozen budget
areas that have requested almost
$70,000 more than that.
In other funding plans it voted
to tentatively fund Forensics
$2,500 (it had requested $4,050),
to allot music · $4,500 (it had
requested $6,582), drama $5,000
(of the $8,674 it had requested),
recreation $20,000 (it had
requested $37,962}, and men's
intramural athletics $7 ,000 (it
had requested $8,025). Women's
athletics and the Joint Student
Fees Accountant were both
funded their full requests of
$11,000 and $14,050 respectively.

Of these budgets, the committee also felt it should supply
information to these areas as to
the kind of things that was
considered during the budgeting.
Bruce Dierking, ASC business
manager, mentioned that Gerry
Hover, director of recreation and
social activities, may be leaving
after this year. Dierking suggested that this position be left
vacant and that a graduate
assistant fill this spot to save
some dollars in salary alone.

PASS REPORTS
Mountain pass reports are
available 24 hours a day by
dialing these numbers:
Ellensburg
925-6151
Wenatchee
No 3-5151
Ch 8-6982
- Yakima

Pafro.-.ize
Crier
advertiser$

TALENT
SHOW
Enterprising
College Students
To Promote youth
activities. Perform
in Kiwanis Talent
Show. Financial
Awards.
Application DEADLINE
February 26, 1973
Call 925-5484

Representatives from recreation, MIA and women's athletics
have been invited to that meeting to discuss the possibility of
combining and redesigning a part

of their areas to form some type
of coeducational recreation area.
Yesterday afternoon the
committee met again to study
the three major budget areas:

Sale Effective
Wed., Feb. 21 thru Mon., Feb. 26

All Foll & Winter stock.

Regular $8" to $29"
Just 3 Prices

men's athletics, ASC and the
SUB.
The results of this meeting,
however, were not available by
press time.
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Opinion

Lobby for 'ayes'
Next week, the Academic Grievance Procedure will go before
the faculty for a vote.
We, as students, cannot vote on it but we can still play an
integral role in the success or failure of this measure.
We, as students, can unite in what could be one of the first viable
lobbying forces we have had a chance to participate in.
Talk to your professors, urge them to vote yes on this
procedure, discuss it with them and assure them of your personal
concern.
The academic fairness grievance procedure is a proposal which
will give the students formal channels on campus to go through
when they feel that a professor was unfair in his grading or was
discriminatory.
But the proposal was designed for more than just dealing with
mere grade changes. The proposal was designed to deal with any
relationships concerning academic welfare . in any classroom
stiuation.
The procedure may be used in grievances against faculty
members and against students. _Faculty members could use this
procedure against any student that severely disrupted their
classroom.
.
·
On page6 of this issue, the Crier has provided the complete text
of this .grievance procedure.
Read it. Talk to your professors about it.
We urge that this grievance procedure be passed.
But it is up to all of us to do everything within our power to
convince Central's faculty members that this procedure will do
both the stu~ents and the faculty members a. lot of good.

Consumer protection
offered by loco I Office
.

The Consumer Protection
Center, located in the .ASC
offices, is now fully operating.
The office hours are Mondays
md Fridays from 9-11 a.m.
and on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
According to director Carol
Morgan, the center has completed two cases already. One was
in the Ellensburg area and the
flther one bad to do with a
>roblem in Redding, Calif.
'"Bach case is personal and I
don't feel the need to have each
one published. I feel there should
t>e confidentiality of these cases,"
Ms. Morgan explained.
"Also," Ms. Morgan stated,
"I'm really pleased with the way
the center is going, with the
progress of the center, with the
help of the college and business
world, and I hope that it can keep
getting to be bigger and better."
The center has the latest news
lbout laws. They include such
laws as: the Poison Prevention
Law; Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act; Federal Hazarfous Substances Act; Food and
Dru~
Adm~nistration
reg1;1ladons;
Poison
Prevent10n
Packaging Act; Child Protection
Act and others.
The Food and Drug Administration deals with things ranging
from the safe use of eye
cosmetics to impact-resistant
eyeglass lenses and symbols on

.

food labels.
Listening to complaints isn't
the only service of the center. It
also has a wide variety -of
resources. As Ms. Morgan
summed up about the center, "It
is not just a complaint center but
also a resource center."
One of the many types of
resources available in the center
is helping college students find
jobs after graduation. There are
many "pointers" on how college
students can prepare themselves
for later jobs.
The center needs to be
expanded. Right now Ms.
Morgan has some student help
but it is only part time. The
Consumer Protection Center
always needs more business.
"People are happy that the
center came about and they are
backing me up."
To solve a problem, a person
must first have information. The
person also has to help solve the
problem. Most important, the
center needs proof of a problem
before trying to solve it.
Ms. Morgan's motto for the
center is: "If I can't complete a
case at the present time then I'll
find another way to complete it."
In other words she will use
another resource.
"If people really want to know
more about complaint solving
and resources, they can come in
and ask me," added Ms. Morgan.

A laboratory newspaper of Central Washington State College
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Editor's focus

The Saga of Sally Slingshot
by Sandi Dolbee
editor-in-chief
Sally Slingshot wanted to go to college. She
had wanted to go to college ever since she was
10 years old and had watched her older brother
receive his degree back in 1973.
Now, as high school graduation rolled near,
she realized that she had better get some
applications into the mail.
She was a bright gal and so had no problem
getting an early acceptance · from Central
Washburg State College. Her dismay came,
however, when she received her first tuition bill.
Where in the world was she going to get $450 for
her freshman year?
All that night she pondered over her dilemma.
By the next morning she had her solution.
But, of course, she would just apply for one of
those nifty all-college tuition loans that her
great state had been offering now for eight
years.
.
Her mom and dad weren't all that well off sn
she decided that she better. borrow enough to
cover her other expenses.
She borrowed the maximum: $2,500. She
didn't really need that much, but what the heck,
she thought to herself, she'd just bank the rest
of it and let it draw interest for a future cause.
Sally was a big hit at Central Washburg and
she liked her studies too. Such was even more
her sorrow then when she received her tuition
bill for her sophomore year: $650.
_
She just couldn't understand why it was so
much higher than her freshman year.
Sally decided to call the .registration building
to find out wht.t was happening.
"Oh, Central is on a graduated tuition plan,"
the electronic secretary explained. "Each year
you go to school here costs a little more. Thus a
freshman pays less than a sophomore and then
seniors and graduate students pay the most."
The voice went on to say that the theory
behind this policy was that an education is an
investment in that the longer one dwells on it
the more valuable it becomes.
But, Sally was not listening. She was already
/

trying to figure out where that money would
come from.
You guessed it: she got another state loan.
Such became the financial trend for Ms.
Slingshot. By the time her sen~or tuition bill of
$1,200 was mailed to her she just got out
another loan application.
Finally the big day rolled around. So, 22 years
old and $10,000 in debt, she became the pr·oud
owner of a small rectangular bachelor's degree.
She wasn't worried, however, because she
had already signed a teaching contract for a
small grammer school on the other side of the
mountains. '
Sally began her teaching career that
September. She was settled into a comfortable,
but modest apartment and was making right
around $650 a month. Of this, though · she only
brought home $500, $110 of which went for rent,
$25 for utilities, $80 for gas and food, and $50
each month went toward that great debt she had
accumulated while she was "broadening her
horizon."
The remaining $235 .each month went for
various other payments that any working girl
encounters.
Needless to say, Sally Slingshot was just
barely making ends meet when she received
notice that her provisionary certificate was
about to expire "'and she had better get started
on her fifth year of college.
So she applied to her alma mater for
acceptance as a fifth year student. She had just
recieved her letter of admittance when low and
behold came a tuition biil from the registrar.
Tearing open ·the letter she read: "Dear Ms.
Slingshot. We are pleased to have you coming
back to Central Washburg. Enclosed you will
find a tuition bill for $2,000. Naturally because
you are a graduate student your tuition will be
higher than in undergraduate school."
Sighing heavily, Sally Slingshot climbed the
stairs to her apartment trying to remember
where she had put the address for those state
loan applications ........................ .

Ho'N to beat the system: Candidates accused of conspiracy · ·
To t~e ~ditor
'
leaders. No way! I want the kind
Now, the only question that
This is to congratulate Dan of people in ASC who will watch remains is: Will one of these two
'the findings of on expert O'Leary
an? Dave Lars?n for ~he out for my interests as well as run as a write-in candidate in the
To the editor:
Everytime conversation bends
towards the registrar and/or
administrative procedures, many
of us tend to think of a complex
(dis)organization of red tape and
redundant procedures, all
designed to frustrate the student. These people have not
learned to 'beat the system' yet.
Over the past few years I've
collected several different
methods used by different
individuals that I'd like to share
now.
Let's start with registration. If
your name is last on the list to
register for classes and you want
a class that fills up fast, talk to
· the professor, he might hold you
a card; especially if you are ·a
third quarter senior. Some
students are third quarter
seniors since their sophomore
year.
When signing up for classes,
start with the classes you must
have. Then sign up for your third
period class, then 4, 2, 5, l, 6.
This is the order in which they
fill fastest.
If you have a conflict (say, two
classes on third period Wednesdays) ignore it. Odds are it won't
be found. If it is, try going
through a different checker:
Failure again can lead to ·a
convenient 'error' in filling out
your white class schedule card.
Or, if you'd rather, you can add
one of the conflicts during
add-drop.

·Statistics is taught under three
departments and numbers. Take
one and challenge two. Meteorology is taught under·two departments .... For other parallels,
check your class schedule book.
They're all listed.
If you challenge a course be
ready for it. Remember-it,.s
recorded on your transcript as
unsatisfactory if you fail.
And the list goes on. In
short think, look for the weak. links in the system, and ask
advice from your friends and
professors. (Don'~ forget the
student advisory room in the
SUB!)
Above all, develop your own
survival guide. This is a start,
now delete, add and edit it.
Individualize it and make it fit
your needs.
Steve Townsend

overwhelmmg success m pullmg
the wool. ov~r all of our. eyes at
the nommatmg convention.
It turns out that the thundering keynote speech, whkh won
O'Leary a standing ovation and
the hearts of most of the
delegates, was actually the brain
child of Dave Larson. It seems
these two (2) pqlitical wheelerdealers conspired together to
decide just which one of them
would run for the office of ASC
president. By some ' obscure
means the "burden" fell upon
Dan O'Leary. Had the tables
been turned, Dave Larson would
have given the speech he had
written, aroused the delegates,
and as O'Leary, would probably
have won the nomination instead
of O'Leary.
These two political bosses .
want we students to support
them and respect them as ASC ·

yours as a student. I don't want run-off election? What do you say
political machinists whose own Dave?
interests come before students'
interests.
Rich Edwards
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"BEEFEATERS" ~
.

~~~

~~~

&-12 Daily
925-9432

The uninfIatable
residence hall.

Overload permits are usually
easy to get, but if not, you have
two choices: (1) Get an overload
permit for a lesser number of
credits and alter the figures. (2)
Wait until add-drop to pick up
your other classes. Sloppy B's
that look like 5's etc., or just
faulty arithmetic will satisfy the
registrar, and the computer isn't
programmed to catch it.
Add-drop is also an excellent
method by which consecutive
classes can be taken simultaneously. Example: register for
Psych. 310 and add Psych. 309.
Along this same line of thought, I
once heard of a student who
enrolled in Ed. 307, 309, 310 and
314 all at once and was allowed to
do so because they weren't in his
'major. Next quarter he changed
majors ..
If you're short a few credits for
electives, never underestimate
the power of the challenge.

liiill
"Going to Europe? StudentFaculty discounts available
on purchase~lease-rental of
any car in Europe. Write Auto
Europe, P.O. Box 728, Dept.
SG,
Mercer
Island,
Washington, 98040 for a free
44 page brochure.''
TEACHERS
NEEDED
OVERSEAS. All subjects. All
levels.
No
language
requirements. Traver paid.
Information on where to
apply in over 40 countries!
Send $2.00 to Overseas
Teaching, Box 524-C, Centralia, Wa. 98531
ForSale: '5.7VWVan, $300., 9251069

If there's just one thing in this world that
you can count on it's the prices.
They always keep getting higher.
The prices on food, rents, books, utilities,
phones, tuition ... you name it. The prices
of everything just keep getting worse.
Everything that is, except the cost of
living in a residence hall. .
- This is because we've adopted a new system of rates called the "Continuous Occupancy Rate Concept." What this means is that
as long as you remain in the same type of
campus housing, the rates will never increase.
And this applies to campus residence halls,
apartments for single students and family
housing.
For instance, if you've been living in a

residence hall or other campus housing this
year, or plan to move on campus spring
quarter you '11 be paying the same rate next
year as you are paying this year, and the year
after that, and so on.
As long as you maintain the same type of
campus housing the rates will never increase.
For however long you decide to stay.
More information about the Continuous
Occupancy Rate Concept and other aspects of
our campus housing programs is available at
the Housing Office, Room 206--Barge Hall.
This is just another little
thing we're doing to make
your home here a little
nicer place to live. . . and a
lot cheaper.
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Academic appeals

Rules of board explained
The following is the complete text of the
proposed Academic Grievance Procedure, which
will go before the faculty next week for·a vote:

Ii

Purpose of the Board of Academic Appeals
The purpose of the Board of Academic Appeals
is to provide for the airing and redress of
grievances with due processual guarantees for
any student against any other student, or
member of the faculty, staff or administration,
or any faculty member against any student in _
matters concerning academic welfare.
Jurisdiction of the Board of Academic Appeals
The Board has jurisdiction over all matters
concerning those relationships within the
college community which affect the progress or
outcome of any specific class-room situation,
regardless of whether the acts in question have
taken place in or out of the classroom.
Jurisdiction extends to all credit generating
situations sponsored by Central Washington
State College.
Membership of the Board of Academic Appeals ·
The Board shall be made up of ten _m embers, five
of whom shall be faculty and five of whom shall
be students.
Faculty members of the Board will be chosen by
· the Faculty Senate from among faculty who are
not members of the Senate or the College
Administration. The definition of "Faculty
member" will be that which is used in the
Faculty Code.
Student members of t_he Board will be chosen by
the Associated Student Legislature from
students who are not members of the
Legislature or Student Government. The
definition of "student" will be that used in
determining membership in the Student Legislature.
The term of office for members will be twelve
months. The Executive -Committees of the
appointing bodies will fill vacancies created by
resignation or other absences. A member's
tenure is limited to two consecutive terms.
The Chairman of the Board shall be elected by
the members. The Chairman shall preside at all
meetings and hearings before the Board and be
responsible for all business of the Board.
Hearings before the Board and judgments by
the Board will be conducted and rendered by a
Hearing Panel made up of the Chairman of the
Board plus four members of the Board to be
selected 'two each by the parties to the
grievance. In the event that one or both parties
to the grievance desires not to select members
of the_Panel or fails to select members of the
panel, the Chairman of the Board will select
members from the Board as necessary.
Power of the Board of Academic Appeals
The Board may reject the complaint after due
consideration(See Section VIII).
In cases involving grade changes or change in
class status, the Board may order a grade
changed or a change in class status. (See Section
VIII and X).
In cases or aspects of cases determined by the
Board to involve procedural problems the Board
may take recommendations for adjustments to
any of the· parties of the complaint and/or to
(See Section VIII).
The Board may issue a restraining order to
prevent continued or subsequent acts with
respect to the specific situation in question.
The Board may reprimand one or more of the
parties to the complaint and/or lodge the
reprimand with the · appropriate authority.
The Board may submit to the authority
governing the . activities involved in the
complaint a recommendation or request for
displinary action for any party to the complaint.
Informal Procedures preliminary to petitioning
the Board of Academic Appeals for a formal
·
hearing
In cases involving conduct the Board may take
one or more of the following actions depending
on the seriousness of the case as determined by
the Board. (See Section VIII).
Before any action is initiated with the Board, the
complaining party must first contact and speak
personally with the party against whom he has
the grievance about the grievance, in an effort
to effect a solution. '
In the event of a failure of the procedure ii\.
paragraph V.a. the complaining party, if a
student, must contact his assigned advisor in
order to attempt to effect a solution.
, Ip the evept .of th~ faiJvrA 9~ the prQce.dµre~ jI).
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paragraphs V.a. and V.b. the complaining party
must then speak to the immediate supervisor of
the party whom he is complaining in an attempt
to effect a solution.
Procedures for petitioning the Board of
Academic Appeals for a formal hearing
In the event the preliminary procedures
outlined in Section V fail to bring about a
satisfactory solution to the grievance, the
complaining party may file a formal appeal to
the Board. In order to effect this the party
obtains an appeal form from the office of the
Vice-President for Academic Affairs, the ASC
office, or a department office. The person then
notifies the Board that an appeal has been ·
imtiated. The Chairman ·of the Board then
notifies the person against whom the complaint
has been lodged of the nature of the appeal.
An appeal may be withdrawn at any time by
notifying the Board in writing.
The person against whom the complaint has
been lodged must acknowledge in writing
receipt of the complaint. He may file with the
Chairman of the Board a reply to the accusation
if he desires.
The chairman of the department, offering the
course in question may be asked to submit to the
-Board in writing any relevant observations or
information.
After having been provided with statements of
the position of both parties to the complaint, the
Dean who has jurisdiction over the department
offering the course in question may be asked to
submit in writing any observations or relevant
information.
When the preceding procedures haVe been
eompleted, the Chairman of the Board arranges
for a Hearing Panel, places the case on the
Board calendar, and notifies the parties involved
of the time and place for the hearing. The Board
will meet regularly unless unusual conditions
prevail. The parties to the complaint will be
provided with a statement of the rules of the
Board.
If, without prior notice, either party to the case
does not appear at the scheduled hearing or
present evidence that circumstances beyond his
control prevented his appearance, it will be
assumed that he has nothing to add to the
evidence already made available to the Board.
Board proceedings
All hearings are closed to all but the members of
the Hearing Panel and the participants in the
hearing, unless the party against whom the
complaint is made requests in writing that his
hearing be open.
Hearing will be .informal but a record of the
P,roceeding will be retained. The record shall
include all documents, motions and intermediate
rulings; evidence received or ·considered; a
statement of matters officially noticed;
questions and offers of proof, objectives and
rulings thereon; proposed findings and exceptions; and any decisions, opinion or report
by the Board Chairman.
It will be the Board policy that the record ~ill be
retained for a period of three years and the ·
material will be regarded as confidential. Oral
proceedings will be recorded on tape. Copies of
the record or any part thereof will be made
available to the parties to the. complaint. The
cost of which will be borne by the party making
the request.
The Board may: administer oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses, and receive
evidence. No person shall be compelled to
divulge information which he could not be
compelled to divulge by deposition in connection
which a court hearing; take or cause depositions
to be taken in accordance with rules created by
the College; regulate the course of the hearing;
hold conferences for the settlement or simplification of the issues with the consent of the
parties; dipose of procedural requests or similar
matters; make decisions or proposals for
decisions; and take any other action authorized
by this policy.
·
The Board shall issue a subpoena upon the
request of any party to the complaint · upon a
statement showing general relevance and
reasonable scope of the evidence sought. The
Boad may also subpoena upon its own motion.
Costs involved in producing records or witnesses will be borne by the party requesting the
subpoena.
,
All testimony will be sworn.
H µ.n ind,ividual fai}s, .to ob,ey fl. sul}poen;i, .or
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obeys a subpoena but refuses to testify when
J requested concerning any matter under exam-

ination or investigation at a hearing, the College
may petition the Superior Court of Kittitas
County for enforcement of the subpoena
according to the provision of RCW 28B.19.130.
Both parties to the case will have access to the
written statement of the other prior to the
hearing or prior to any questioning by members
of the Board at the time of the hearing.
Both parties to the appeal have the right to
question the other party as well as any
witnesses involved in the hearing. Questions
must be genuine to the issues of the appeal. The
Chairman of the Board will rule on such matters.
All parties have the right to representation
and/or advice by Counsel of his or her choosing.
Members of the Hearing Panel may question
both parties and witnesses of the complaint.
Q~1estions must be genuine to the issue of the
apPeal. The Chairman of the Board .will rule on
such matters.
Decisions of the Board
Decisions of the Board are based on a majority
vote of the membership of the Hearing Panel
appointed for the _h earing, an~ shall be based
exclusively on the evidence and on matters
officially noted.
The decision and reasons for the decision will oe
reported in writing to both parties involved in
the matter to the officials who reviewed the
appeal, and to appropriate authorities menloned in the disposition of the decision.
Majority and minority opinions will be included
in thP report.
Parties to the complaint will be notified of the
decision of the Board no later than one week
after conclusion of tlie hearing.
Compliance with decisions and directives of the
Board may be enforced by the Board through
petitioning the Superior Court as provided in
RCW 28B.19.130.
Time Limit on filing complaint and responding
to complaint
The complaining party must file his complaint
within one academic quarter after termination
of the course in question, or in cases involving
past factum administrative actions such as
removal of imcompletes, etc., one academic
quarter after the administrative deadline for
completion of such actions (in the case of the
spring quarter, by the end of the following fall
quarter). The Board may suspend this rule in
exceptional circumstances, e.g., extended
illness, sabbatical leave, etc., of one or both
parties to the complaint.
When either party to the complaint is no longer
in residence at the College and does not expect
to return, the Board will give them reasonable
opportunity to complete appeal procedures or
reply to the changes before making a decision.
Procedures for implimenting grade changes .·
In case the Board decides a grade should be.
changed, the Registrar will be sent a copy of the
decision authorizing and directing him to change
the grade on the student's official record.: The
student, the instructor, and the Chairman of the
Board will be notified when this has been
accomplished.
If the grade in question has resulted in the
suspension of the student, suspension will be
waived for the quarter immediately following
the initiation of appeal procedures. The
Academic Standing Committe~ will be notified
to withhold _suspension pending outcome of the
hearing.
If the Board finds in favor of the student such
that suspension is no longer a consideration, the
Board will notify the Academic Standing
Committee of the decision and the suspension
will be -withdrawn...
If the Board finds against . the student, The
Academic Standing Committee will be notified
accordingly and the student will be withdrawn·
from school immediately, or such action as the
Committee deems appropriate, and the student's fees will be returned according to College
fee~eturn policy.
Appeal of Board Decisions
Any decision of the Board of Academic Appeals
may be appealed directly to the Trustees of
Central Washington State College. Appeals will
be by argument only with no introduction of
evidence. Arguments will be limited to one-half
hour for each party. Further appeal is only to
judicial review of the Superior Court as
pro"'lided for in RCW 28B.191\150. •··
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Dollar drought
may hit hard

on local felines
by Ed Davis
staff writer
The dollar drought at Central
threatens to make life hazardous
for the domestic cat population of
Ellensburg again, Dr. Philip C.
Dumas of the college said today.
Dr. Dumas, chairman of the
biological science dep~rtment,
recalls that in the bad old days,
10 y~ars or so ago, students of
anatomy had to bring their own
specimens to class for dissection.
The price of . specimens from
commercial sources being what it
is, students often made do with
what was readily at hand and
free. This kept the local kitty
population down, but it didn't
win any friends for Central.
Although the school has
supplied commercial specimens
to the students for several years
now, irate citizens still accuse the
college of swiping their tabby.
"Every spring when the tomcats
go out tomcatting," Dr. Dumas
says, "their owners miss them
and call us to accuse us of cutting
up their pet."
He hopes the college doesn't
have to rely on the old method of
getting specimens again. "That's
a public relations problem I'd
rather not face," he says.
However, it might just come to
that. The problem, as usual, .is
money. The squeeze has been on
for a couple of years. This year, it
is approaching a crisis. The
sciences are hardest hit by the
money shortage because of the
expensive equipment and
supplies they need.
So far, the biology department
hasn't had to drop any classes or
cut the size of any, and students
still don't pay laboratory fees.
They've gotten along by having
two or three students use one
, specimen. Now, however, the
crunch is really on, and Dr.
Dumas doesn't know how long
they can continue this way.
At the moment, the feline
population of Ellensburg is safe,
but Dr. Dumas isn't making any
bets on their long-range · future.

by Ed Sasser
managing editor
Dr. David G. Lygre is known
as the "Doc Severinsen of the
Chemistry Department," not
·because of his musical ability but
because of the manner of his
dress.
"Actually I don't have a very
big wardrobe, I just like to
experiment with various color
combinations," he said.
He added that his wife and
mother make his neck ties for
him.
This quarter he is oil display in
front of Chem. 101 and Chem. 501, the latter · of which is his
Biochem specialty.
"I didn't know what chemistry
\\'."as good for before teaching
101," Dr. Lygre said. "I didn't
realize how neat it is on a
practical level; chemistry is all
around people."
Claiming, "I believe in breadth
requirements very strongly," Dr.
Lygre added that the offerings
must be legitimate general
education classes, not merely an
introduction to a specialty.
He - said that a liberal arts
education is very important but He added that professors should
that he favors topical classes for "insist that fellow faculty
general education requirements members devote a full day's
so that liberal arts people will not work to teaching."
have to compete in classes filled
Greatly concerned with the
with science majors and minors. quality of education at Central,
Dr. Lygre added that he was Dr. Lygre thinks competency
pleased with the department's exams in English and Mathe"genuine enthusiasm for general matics should be required of all
education," a feeling which students.
combats the traditional low
"Central has grown so rapidly
esteem for professors who teach
that the primary focus has been
low-numbered classes.·
"Sometimes I think we forget merely to hire enough professors
what we're really here for," Dr. and build enough classrooms," he
Lygre asserted. He contended said. He added that the time has
that many professors spent too come to get very serious about
much time with committee work, quality now that the student
politics, all of which are drains population has stabilized.
Dr. Lygre is opposed to tenure
from time spent with students.

THE BEST

In

and favors renewable five-yc·ar
contracts instead. He also thinks
that professor evaluations should
be made quite some time aft t'r
the end of the quarter so that the
professors "personality factor"
doesn't enter into the students'
comments.
As a means of making up
budget cuts, the Chemistry
Department is making itself
useful to the city and county by
doing water and hay analysis.
"We've also been approached
by the local police to identify
drugs which they'd picked up."
He added that they had to
decline th ~ offer because too
much time would be required to
testify in court and "it also might
hinder our rapport with students."
Dr. Lygre said that these
service functions "fulfill a very
real academic need" as well as
generate funds for T.A. programs. "It's also a way to show
our usefulness to the community," he added.
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Long Distance Telephone Call
was an extravagance.' (/ie first
coast-to-coast conversations in 1915
cost $2Q 70 for three minutes.
Today you can caJJ anywhere
in ,the contiguous United States for
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a dollar or Jess for three minutes.
Enjoy Long Distance . .. lt-'s a ·
warm, personal visit with friends ...
a Happy Substitute when you ·c an't be
there in person.
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Students vvant,-limits-on hornevvork
by Ed Davis
staff writer
The students of Central think
there should be a limit on how
much homework a teacher can
assign, according to a random
sampling of student opinion
taken last week.
The students interviewed
ranged from dewy freshmen to
grizzled undergraduates well on
the sunny side of 40. All agreed
on one thing: "There oughta' be
a l_aw."
This is exactly the opposite of
the view held by the faculty and
described in the last issue of the
Crier.
Almost · all of the students
thought they were assigned too
much individual study by some of
their teachers. Most of them said
they did the work, but they
didn't believe their classmates
did.
The problem, expressed or
implied by all the students
interviewed, is that nobody
seems to care what happens to
them as people. They said that
the teachers are only concerned
with their own classes. Neither
the heads of departments nor the
deans of schools nor the college
administration seem interested
in what the total impact of the
academic load may be on the
individual.
When it was suggested that a
student could avoid overloading
by his selection of classes, the
students replie9 that it wasn't
that easy. There are required
courses which have to be taken
when they're available and when
they can be fit in.

Just getting information on
how much work will be expected
in a course is tough. The usual
source of information is rumor.
All the students thought
personality and social develop-

ment are just as important in
college as academic achievement.
Many felt their academic load
kept them from any activities
beyond scheduled classes and
study.
When it comes to how much is
enough, however, there are
almost as many opinions as there
are students.
Alan T. Byrd doesn't think
there should be any homework.
Alan, a freshman carrying 13
hours, didn't have to do homework when he went to White
Swan High School and he'd like
the same arrangement here. He
doesn't do much now. He doesn't
study outside of class every day
and usually only for an ·hour or
two when he does. He'd agree to
having longer class periods to
replace individual study assignl)lents.
Roy E. Lewis is a retired U.S.
Army lieutenant colonel and a
junior. He's concerned not only
for himself and his classmates,
but for his son who'll be
graduating from Selah High
School this spring who may join
him at Central in the fall.
He thinks the amount of study
assigned should be coordinated
at the department level. A ratio
of about three or four hours for
the average student to each hour
in the classroom would suit Roy.
He claims it would be a lot less
than he does now.
Wick Chambers, a junior
majoring in Art Education, was
found studying a formidable
looking black book, "Developmental Psychology Today," in
the SUB. It was late Friday
afternoon before a three-day
weekend.
"I think it's the college's policy
that two hours of individual
study can be assigned for each
hour of class time," she said. (It
isn't.)

"That's too much. The teachers
wouldn't do it. Most of the
students don't either. More kids
put their social life above their
academic requirements than the
other way around. That's what
makes it so ridiculous. The school
ought to· recognize that," she
said.
Her solution is to give the
students of a class veto power if
the teacher's requirements
exceed what they think is fair.
She thinks this will have .to be
initiated by the college administration. She doesn't think the
students will do anything to
bring it about.
Kathy Wilcox is a freshman, a
graduate of Ellensburg High
School, and a day student who
lives with her parents on a ranch
outside of Ellensburg. "An hour
of homework for each hour of
class is puuuuulenty," she says.
She says she ·made good
grades in high school without
doing any homework. She
dropped one class in college
because the teacher expected
them to read a chapter of the
text outside of class each day,
25-30 pages. It took her over an
hour each night, and she still
didn't understand what she'd
read.
With an academic load of 17
hours, she says she spends from
one to two hours studying each
night. She likes to have the
teacher go over the material
covered in assigned reading. "It's
easier to get if they explain it,"
she says.
Some students furiously
resent a teacher who assigns
reading then covers the same
points in class, '~paragraph by
paragraph." "Christ!" one said.
"It's maddening. I can read as
well or better than he can. He
doesn't have to tell me what the
book says. And, those damned
questions to check if we've done
the reading! Un.l ess someone
waves his hand like a brown-·
nosing kindergartner, he figures
nobody has read it, and we get a
lecture about that."

When asked what could be was from one student who said,
done to bring about a limitation "The ASC ought to put out a
on homework, which all agreed booklet. It should say not to take
was needed, the students either this course in conjunction with
shrugged or mumbled something that one because they're both
vague. Not one of the two dozen real bastards."
or so interviewed thought anything even as mild as a nonyour Crier is recyclable. So
violent demonstration was a are bottles and aluminum cans.
good idea. Most were s~ocked. by The Central Recycling Center is
the t.hought of anythmg more . in garage #11, in the alley
drastic than that. Furthermore, between Anderson and Sampson
they didn't bel~eve that anything just off Sixth Ave.
'
the students did would make any
Planets with people on them
difference.
are scarce.
The only concrete suggestion

'A History of CWSC'
Dr. Sam Mohler, professor
emeritus of history, knows the
history of Central from its start
as a normal school to the present
college status.
Dr. Mohler spoke recently as
part of Kappa Delta Pi's "honor
the authqr" series. Kappa Delta
Pi is an education_l~_onor society.
Dr. Mohler has written a book,
·"The First 75 Years, A History of
CWSC," which was published in
1967. Dr. Mohler has . seen
Central grow from an enrollment
of 268 students when he arrived
in 1943.
Mohler noted that Central's
history began in 1890-91 when
the state legislature created two
normal schools, one in Cheney
and the other in Ellensburg.
The normal school was designed to prepare teachers. Up until
that time there had not been
formal preparation for teachers
in the state of Washington.
In October, 1891, 51 students
were enrolled at the Normal
School and by the end of that
year the enrollment had increased to 86 students.
''There had been no · normal
schools before and very few high
schools," Mohler explained,
"with only one high school on the
east side of the mountains."
The Normal School occupied
the second floor of the public
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school building for three years
until 1893 when $60,000 was
allocated by the legislature.
These funds were used to build
the present Barge Hall, called
Normal Hall, in 1894.
In 1933, the Bachelor of Ar ts
degree was finally granted and
the name of the school was
changed to Central Washington
College of Education. This name
remained until 1961 wh~n the
name was changed to the present
Central Washington State
College.
The Army Air Corps was .
brought to the campus in 1943,
Mohler said. "There was no
connection with the civilian
population and the Air Corps,
except on weekends."
The student enrollment
continued to increase with over
l,000 students in 1947-48 to 5,000
students by 1965.
Mohler talked about the
personalities of the people who
have contributed to the growth
of Central, from Benjamin
Franklin Barge, the institution's
first president who was an orator
and a salesmaµ for the then-new
normal school idea, to George
Black, who obtained large
appropriations from Olympia for
the expansion of the College.
A member of the audience
asked Dr. Mohler if there would
be a buiJding named for him. He
laughed and quickly replied that
,he had his name in for one of the
boilers in the physical plant. Dr.
Floyd countered with a proposal
that his name be placed on a
generator-after all the enthusiasm he has generated over the
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Who are those guys Academic advisement week
in the blue uniforms?
by Ron Frederiksen
staff writer
There is a group of people on
campus that is probably misunderstood, and for the most
part, unnoticed. They are tucked
away on upper campus in
Peterson Hall. No one ever
notices them until they wear
their · uniforms ' on Monday
morning to class. And then
everyone notices them.
The most common question
asked concerning these mysterious people is, "Who are those
guys? What exactly do they do?"
These uniformed people are
members · of the Air Force
Reserve Officer Training Corp
· [A.F.R.O.T.C.]-non-campus.
They are attending a two-year
program to learn about Air Force
organization, problems and
leadership.
Enlistment times range from
four years of active duty to six
years for pilot candidates. Many
of these people are attending
c~llege on Air Force scholarships.
Each "cadet" (it is jokingly
said in Peterson that their rank
is lower than a civilian) receives
$100 each month as a subsistence
allowance. Those students who
were awarded scholarships also
receive a tuition and textbook
allowance.
In addition to these benefits,
pilot qualified cadets receive up
to 40 hours of flight training, or
enough training to complete the
requirements for a private pilot's
license.
In order to receive this
subsistence allowance, the cadets
must attend a three-credit class
each term as well as corps
training for one hour every
Monday night. He (or she) must
also meet the scholarship
requirements of the college so
that he can obtain a college
degree.
The members of A.F.R.O.T.C.
are future officers. Many will
become pilots and navigators.
The Air Force requires all of its
flight personnel (with a few
exceptions) to be officers. And to
be an officer, you must have a
college degree. And that explains
why there are a few uniformed
people on the Central campus.
All of the members of A.F.
R.0. T .C. have successfully
passed a battery of tests as well
as a complete physical. After the
preliminaries are out of the way,
the work begins.
_
Each spring the detachment at
Central plans a "Yakima Weekend" for incoming members.
During this weekend, the
members who have already been
through summer camp set up a
mock camp at the Yakima Firing
Center to' tell about some of the
tricks they learned. It is a good
time for incoming members to
get an idea of what will be
expected of them at summer
camp.
Then, in June or August,
summer camp begins. Six long
weeks of getting up at 5: 15 a.m.
to run one and a half miles is
naturally exhausting.
During
summer
camp,
candidates (you are an offical
candidate if you made it this far)
are taken on orientation flights in
various types of aircraft. The
type of aircraft depends on

where the camp is located.
Camp also includes many
hours of academics as well as two
days of wilderness survival
training.
All in all, it's a tiring six-week
experience where you will meet
many different kinds of people as
well as have some good times.

After successful completion of
summer camp, you are sworn in.
And then they've got you, babe.
But until then, there is no
obligation.

Academic Advisement week
will be held from Feb. 26 to
March 2, and will be held each
quarter during the last four
weeks of classes.
The college has two kinds of
academic advisement programs.
One general advisement for
pre-majors and major advisement for students with declared
majors.
General advisement is conducted through the General
Academic Advisement Center
located in the SUB. Students
who have not declared a major
can receive academic advising

from the center. The services at
the center are provided by
volunteer faculty and student
advisors both in the center and in
private offices.

Major advisement is conducted
through the department chairman of the student's major field,
and also through committee
chairmen in the administrative
unit coordinating study programs.
During the week of Feb. 26 to
March 2 the center will be open
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and from 7-9
p.m.

Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque 15 Minute Treatment
Must Show Immediate _Improvement or - YOUR MONEY BACK!
A New York Doctor, working with a cosmetic laboratory, has developed a simple
home-treatment that rinses away blackheads in a matter of minutes. It was demonstrated recently on five teen-age girls
and three boys.
·
The results were breath-taking. Blackheads really rinsed away. In fact, many .
could be seen on the cloth used to wash
off the Masque. But this wasn't all! Acnepimples improved after one application,
enlarged pores reduced, and rough complexions became cleaner, clearer and
smoother looking. These results certainly
indicate why teen-agers are now saying
"this is one product that really works" ...
and why mothers of teen-agers have
endorsed its use.

The Masque-Cream Treatment is indeed
a remarkable discovery, not only for clear
healthy skins, but also for the self-conficjence, poise and self-esteem a fine complexion brings to teen-agers!

Anyone Can Use It
If you suffer the agony of teen-age blt1ckheads, acne-pimples and rough unsightly
complexions, give yourself th is home treatment at our risk. Apply this delightfully
Mint-Scented Cream and within 2 or 3
minutes an absorbing agent, calh;td Argilla,
dries and turns this cream into a plasticlike masque. You will now feel as though
hundreds of "tiny fingers" were softly
kneading the skin, loosening pore-caked
dirt, blackheads and foreign impurities.
As it firms and hardens, its suction-action
draws out waste matter from the pores ...
In 15 minutes you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which dissolves
it immediately. When you wipe your face,
you can see that blackheads and other
pore "filler" actually come off on your
towel. And your skin feels clean ... really
clean ... refreshed, smooth like velvet! -

· Attention!
MOTHERS of Teen-Agers
Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque is a
MUST for you, too! It will help tighten
sagging skin on face and throat, relax
tired face muscles and stimulate a fresher,
cleaner, more youthful complexion. Try a
medicated Mint Julep Masque Treatment
YOURSELF. You'll be delighted with the
skin-tightening experience and more alive
feeling that comes with every treatment.
Queen Helene Mint Masque is only $3.00
for the six ounce jar, enough for over 3
months of daily home treatments. Buy it
today! Start using it immediately! Prove
it to yourself at our risk, for one full
month. If, at any time during the month,
you are not completely satisfied, simply
. return the unused portion and you will
get back every penny of your purchase
price.

r- -MAIL NO RISK COUPON--,
TODAY

Please send me the Queen Helene Medicated Mint Julep Masque as indicated below
on guarantee of satisfaction or money back
for unused portion.
O 6-oz. jar enough for 3 months daily home
treatments $3.00

Start Now
Improve Your Complexion
Don't take a back seat or be a wall-flower
because of bad skin. If you want' to get your
full share of fun and parties ... clear up
your complexion and let Mint Julep
Masque "Lead the Way"! You certainly
owe it to yourself to try a single fifteen minute home treatment to convince yourself that this new Queen Helene masquecream can work wonders for you.

0

Remittance enclosed, send postpaid

Please Print
ADDRESS---------~~

CITY------------STATE

IP----

L- - - - - - - - - - - --- ...J

© Para Laboratories, 1971

WE REPAIR VWs
PALO 'S
2nd & Main
Ph.925-2055

Student advisors also will be
visiting the dorms to answer
questions. The schedule of dorm
visits by advisors 'is: Feb. 26-7
p.m. Beck Hall, 7:45 p.m. Sparks
Hall, 8:30 p.m. Student Village
Coed, 9: 15 p.m. Meisner Hall.
Feb. 27-7 p.m. Courson Hall,
7:45 p.m. Muzzall Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Kamola Hall, 9: 15 p.m. Sue
Lombard. ' Feb. 28-7 p.m.
Stephens-Whitney, 7:45 p.m.
Moore Hall, 8.:30 p.m. Quigley
Hall. March 1- 7 p.m. North
Hall, 7:45 p.m. Wilson Hall, 8:30
p.m. Kennedy Hall.

CALL 925-3133

--
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Child-care
center to be
considered

Scaffolding on L & L
·coming down soon
"The scaffolding on the
Language and Literature Building should be coming down any
time during the next few weeks,"
says Ted Johnson, Central's
construction inspector.
The scaffolding, which has
been a noticable eyesore on the L
& L Building for the last few
months, was set up by the men
who did the brick work on the
building and is being used by the
architect and the structural
engineer to inspect some cracks
in the brick work to determine if

they were just small fractures or
if there was any real structural
damage to the building.

by Ed Sasser
managing editor
A proposal which wo)Ild give
Central an on-campus child-care
· facility is currently climbing the
ladder of bureaucratic functions;
A special administrative
committee for Early Childhood
Education (ECE), which has
jurisdiction over any programs
involving groups of children on
campus, will consider an oncampus child-care proposal on
Thursday.
The committee is made up of
Drs. Conrad Potter, Joseph Rich,
and Luther Baker, chairmen of
the departments of Education,
Psychology and Home Economics, respectively.
The co-authors of the proposal
are Dan Petty, Antionette Hood,
and Jimi Hamilton.
While all three of the department heads claimed to be
"supportive of the idea" or "in
favor of the concept," there are,
as Dr. Rich put it, "some details
to work out."
One of the major "details" was
brought out by Dr. Potter, who
said that he could support an oncampus child-care facility "if it is
part of the regular ECE program." He said that he would not
be in favor of independent
administration.
"We want it to be a parents
co-op," said Ms. Hood. "Parents
learn by working with other
parents and children."
She stressed the importance of
getting parents involved in
working and decision making
rather than just "dumping the
kids off" at a child care facility.
"If we can agree on a proposal
we can go together to the board
of Trustees," added Ms. Hood,
reflecting her belief that the
proposal could be worked out in
comittee.
She stressed the importance of
contacting student legislators
and officials to encourage that
student funds he used to partially fund the facility.
"It will directly affect enroll. ment," said Petty, adding, "it will
directly affect the lives of women
who ·had to put personal goals
aside" because of children.

The inspection is completed
and the bricklayers are expected
to remove their planks and poles
as the weather warms up and the
equipment is needed elsewhere.
No decision has been made on
what to do about the cracks.
According to Johnson, there is ·
nothing to worry about - this is
a minor problem that occurs with
many new buildings.

Students. 'lose' fees

"We feel that the students who Mexico, as on the campus here at
participate in the International Oentral.
The money would be used for
Programs are being denied the
benefits they have paid for in the such activities as hiring speakJoint Student Fees portion of ers, bands for dances and cont heir tuition and fees, because certs, and for transportation to
they are not on campus where museums, and historical sites.
This is not too unlike the
the money is spent," said' Dr.
Clair Lillard, director of inter- situation of students being off
campus for a quarter to student
national programs.
The $23.50 portion of the Joint teach, except that the students of
Student Fees which each student the Mexico campus from Central
pays in tuition and fees would be are all in one location and not
used for similar activities in scattered all over the state.
OPEN 6: 45
925-9511
ENDS TUESDAY

LIBERTY Theatre

Nightly At 7:00& 9:10 -Sunday 5:00-7:10-9:20

NOMINATED FOR

ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDING

BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTRESS
LIZA MINNELLI
BEST DIRECTOR

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR
JOEL GREY

BOB FOSSE

BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST FILM EDITING
BEST SOUND
BEST
CINEMATOGRAPHY

BEST
ART DIRECTION
BEST
MUSICAL SCORE

HIGH RISE PLUMBING? - No, L&L is not falling down. The
scaffolding was used in repairing loose bricks and one student was
glad, saying th~t it could be used as a bombsite for birds.
EB Johns' Photo

Petty explained that the
facility at Western has recently
expanded and now handles about
80 children, including those of
the faculty and staff.
Petty was hopeful that some of
the funding would be provided
by the academic departments
which send practicum students
to the facility. Parents should
have a financial commitment
based upon their resources, he
added.

HERE (k)e.S
l\tvo;HER OfP€f

FROJ'1

Bl(,. ~OH IV'.S
STARTS WEDNESDAY -FEBRUARY 28th
Disney's "WORLD'S GREATEST ATHLETE"
"Now You See Him Now You Don't"
OPEN 6':45
925-4598
PLAYS Thru TUE.

The VILLAGE

Shows At 7:00& 10:45

FREE DELIVERY

925-5900
~BIG

JOHN'S

Dr. Baker stated that he was
"hopeful that student funds
would be avai~able to support
such things," adding that it
would be appropriate for
concerned students to give
support to the idea through the
legislature and student government.

Each Night

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

''DIRTY LllfLE BILLY"
starring

MICHAEL J. POLLARD .
A JACK L. WARNER and WRG/DRAGOTl. INC. Production

Co-Feature At 8:45 Only
Omar Shariff in "THE BURGLARS"
STARTS WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 28
Showings Ea~h Night At 7:00 & 9:00 ,

.. pt~\ "AN IMPRESSIVE FILM."

Wedding Invitations
and
Announcements!

From $10.95 a hundred & up

-Gene Sha/it, WNBC-TV
:: - - DOMINICK DUNNE AND F. P. FILMS, INC. PRESENT

."'

TUE~~~:~·-WELD

BEST PERFORMANCE

r~Z~2 Fm:~:L

,~ ~N~~~~~R~I~;~~~}~
PLAY IT AS IT LAYS

jj§

Allfl.::'

...., .

. AUNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR"

._..i~sa~ .

4 Catalogs to choose from
"Four Day

LARGE SELECTION OF

Service"

. Pi)o\WCS
l~a~eat.

WEDDING ACCESSORIES
PARTY GOO.DS.

Ask your Coast Guard Recruiter
U.S. Coast Guard
Recruiting Office

"In the Plaza across from Lind Hall"

........~c-~...o.w
. . .N_H_A_L_L_M_A_R_K_S_H_O_P_P_.E_ _..

:_!.;. :

"'_Y_a_k

H~e ~4~8-19.... ·• ;.

o_u..;thP;..:s c2;.;.04"-8
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Reading ·teachers practice methods

' .ti \

ENCIRCLED TUTEE- Central student Cyndy
Norby seems to frame her Lincoln Elementary
tutee, Carol Panattoni, as Ms. Norby explains a
by Paddy Cottrell
contributing writer

Practical application goes
hand-in-hand with method theory
in a growing number of education'
classes.
Some professors are abandoning the old formula of teaching
theory now and leaving the
practical application for students
to figure out later.
One such example is Dr. Calvin
Greatsinger's Ed. 429 class,
Teaching of Reading in the
Elementary School.
Students in this five-credit
professionalized subject class
spend three days of the week on
campus and two days in one-toone tutoring sessions with
second graders at Ellensburg's
Lincoln Elementary School.
The program, now in it's third
year, involves other reading

-

reading assignment.
Cottrell)

teachers including Douglas
Burron, Ronald Allbaugh and
Dorris Jakubek participating in
similar arrangements.
The idea seems to be popular
with all those participating. The
elementary teachers, the college
students and the grade-school
children all seem to benefit.
One of the cooperating

(photo

preparation that Dr. Greatsinger
gives his students.
The college instructor requires
each of his students to prepare a
lesson plan and have it checked
before the actual lesson is given.
He is always in the room with the
students to provide help if
needed.
"Theory and methods are
provided in class and the student
can try these out in the tutoring
sessions," he said. ·
At the beginning of the
tutoring sessions each quarter,
the students assess the child;s
strengths and weaknesses and
uses this information in developing future lessons.
"This one-to-one relationship
with an adult for one half hour
twice a week also enhances the
child's self concept," explained
Dr. Greatsinger.
The professor said that college

Paddy R

by

elementary teachers, Ms. Ham
Howard, said that the children
enjoy the arrangement.
"One-to-one teaching is the
best teaching," she explained.
"The children look forward to
it ... they're excited and more up
·
for the lesson."
She said the program was
working well because of the

Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
Eurail Passes
Britrail Passes
All Airlines Reoresented
434 North Sprague

925-3167

~

OPEN 24 HOURS

c
ca
I..

Serving
• Sandwiches • Steaks • Seafood • Breakfast Anytime

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MEXICAN NIGHT 1s·
TUESDAY NIGHTS!

en.
CDI

Many Varieties To Choose From
6 Nights A Week

(In The Roadrunner Roo~)

L.

Ralph Williams I the ·Wright Bros.
FrOlll California

broakfa~
(At S. Interchange)

'.

'

CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
..
4

4.i

')

t;

I

ca
t.a

THURSDA 'I NIGHTS ARE
ITALIAN NIGHT!
Now Appearing

I

i

:I

Select from your favorite South
ol the Border delights.

.

students find the experience
rewarding, too. The evaluations
passed out at the end of the
quarter often indicate that the
tutoring experience was the
highlight of the quarter, he said.
"This is.the only methods class
I've ever taken where you use
what you learn," said Cecil
Niemela in favor of th~ class
format.
Another student, Peggy
Damon, said that she liked the
tutoring but that it was not
always easy.
"Sometimes you teach the
principles right, but the child
just doesn't seem to comprehend," she said.
Dr. Greatsinger indicated that
this was not an unusual occurrence. "It's a part of the college
student's learning to find out
that even the best made lesson
plan doesn't always work."

r -v'(

(

.

~

r \.,;'

~~.

Beauty and the Least by

VANITY FAIR

The most feasible bicycle
where pedestrians wouldn't be at
control devices according to
odds with bikes.
Braida, would be the establishRegulatory controls, which
Plans were made to decrease would allow traffic to travel in ment of bicycle barriers that
Central's bicycle traffic in order pre-established corridors, were pedestrians could walk over.
to prevent injuries and conges- discussed.
The installation of removable
tion with the onset of spring
The possibility of curbs was . bollards would make bicyclists
quarter, at a bike forum held in
brought up, even though slow down before passing
the SUB cafeteria Feb. 15.
problems were seen concerning through the space hetw.een the
"We are not trying to ban the maintenance, mark~ng and barriers.
bikes on campus~ but merely
suggesting ideas on how to slow
down the bicycle traffic to avoid
collisions,,, said Eric Nasburg,
architect and programming and
design officer for the college.
by Liz Hall
staff writer

A panel including jerry
Seaman, chairman of the forum;
Eric Nasburg and Gil Braida,
director of Facility Planning and
Construction presented ideas to
the small group.
One suggestion was to build
corridors, off-limits to bicycles
Page 12 -CAMPUS CRIER-
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snow removal.
The placing of ruts in the
pavement in the direction that
bikes would travel and installing
washboards were ·discussed. A
point brought up was that these
ruts and washboards would be
uncomfortable and bicyclists
would ride around them or avoid
them completely.

cover the existing hole so no one
would step in the sleeve.
·
Allowances would be made for
handicapped people and maintenance traffic. Emergency
vehicles such as fire engines
would be able to drive over the
bollards because there is a line
etched in the metal at which the
pipe would break off under force.

Bollards are four inch round
steel pipes inserted into the
ground that cannot be removed
except by maintenance people
who must move their vehicles.

"We've attempted to look at
the overall bicycle picture and
are trying to do something about
the problem areas," said
Nasburg.

Sleeves in which the bollards
fit are installed about 12 inches
into the ground, and when the
metal pole is removed, a flap will

These areas are paths north of
the train tressle where the island
merges with the mall; the
walkway between Stevens-

Whitney and Holmes dining hall,
where collisions occur at a 90
degree angle.
Other areas pointed out as
problems due to congestion and
numerous accidents are the
pathways around the island
north of the Wildcat Shop; the
roadway across from McConnell .
auditorium where the mall meets
the street; north of Commons
dining hall on the mall; and east
of Black Hall on that pathway.
The University of Washington
has two types of bollards, one
that is hinged and folds into the
ground and the bollard that is
locked in place, as discussed at
the forum.
"We need student input right
now, on what to do about the
bike problem on campus," said
Seaman.
A follow-up panel will be held
in March to put solutions into
effect before spring quarter.

HIT RECORD SALE!!!
S·IX DIFFERENT STEREO ALBUMS , ALL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
JUST
EACH

..
t. 20 Original Hits $1 98

4. 20 Explosive Hits $1 98

2. 20 Solid a·old Hits $1 98

5. Chartstopper 20 $1 98

Including Bee Gees, Tommy James
And The Shondell 1s, Janis Joplin, And Others

3. 24 Happening Hits $1 98
Including Buckinghams, Sonny
And Cher, Wilson Pickett and More .

Including Lobo, B. J Thomas,
Sty I istics, Jam.,.s Brown, And More

6. 20 Heavy Hits
Including Janis Joplin, The Who,
Sonny and Cher, And Others.

ATTENTION!!
lo parking sticker i·s needed
in commuter lot .B, behind
Hertz Music Hall, after 4 p.m •.
weekdars · and all weekend.
Entr~nce to this parking area
is at 11th and D Streets

NEW STORE· HOURS:
8:30 am-8:00 pm Mon.-fri.
12-6 Saturday

1-5 pm Sunday ·

.,••
•
COLLEGE_BOOKSTORE
I

BANKAMERICAAQ
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Run-off election

Candidates state platforms
by Smitty
ballot. The appeal was denied
news editor
and Seaman withdrew from the
In the upcoming Tuesday run- . race.
off election, two candidates will
When Dan O'Leary withdrew
be · on the ballot and three also, Seaman was notified by the
actively campaigning as write-in - committee that if he wished, his
candidates, thus opening the name would be placed on the
possibility of still another elec- upcoming run-off ballot.
tion after this one.
He has made some changes in
Roger Ferguson, who won the his campaign and is now trying to

Roger Ferguson .
inost votes in the last election
(368), is still running and will
head the ballot.
His platform is unchanged. He
proposes the installation of an
electronic secretary in the ASC
office. He would pay for it out of
his salary.
He also feels that the ASC
should do all it can to get the
Faculty Senate to pass the
College Council Constitution and
the Academic Grievance Board
proposal.
In essence, he views the ASC
as being responsible for the
representation of Central students and for providing students
with a means for voicing their
opinions.
His opponent is Jerry Seaman,
a senior from Muzzall. Seaman
has been actively campaigning in
this election and lost in his bid for
· a position on the first ballot at
the ASC nominating convention.
He appealed to the Election
Committee to suspend the election rules and place him on the

Jerry Seaman
run "simply as a student who
wants to get elected." Brent
Becksted is no longer working on
his campaign.
If elected, he proposes to
establish a committee of ASC
members and students active in
athletics · to seek ways for the
ASC to help fund team trips to
national competition.
He will do the same with
members of the music department. "That's where students
want things to be done, ·so that's
where they ·will be done," were
his words.
His final comment was,
"Hopefully, no decision will be
made until the student voice is
heard."
Dywain Berkins, the present
administrative vice president, is
campaigning as a write-in
candidate for the president's slot.
At this time, his platform is
not available.
Another write-in hopeful is
Dave Larson, a senior from
Anderson Apartments.
Larson served in the ASC as

administrative vice president in campaign of Leif Erickson
during his junior year. During because they ·felt that it was
that time, he was appointed to wrong to have one name on the
the President's Council. He was ballot.
also a student legislator during
When Erickson captured 107
hi"' freshman year.
·
votes, but declined to compete in
Concerning student input, the upcoming run-off election,
Larson mentioned var10us Rowen decided to run. Erickson
departments, such as that of is giving him his support.
political science, which include
Rowen feels that athletics

Dywain Berkins
students in their departmental
committees. He felt that every
· department on campus should
have student members.
He urged students to stop
looking only at the bad in ASC.
In return, the ASC should look
closely at . how it can better
involve students.
He believes that while the
ASC was "at a low ebb," now ·
could be the "turning point."
Senior Marty Rowen from
Student Village is also attempting a write-in election.
Rowan has not been involved
in ASC previously, but said that
he has always been interested
and followed its activities while ·
attending Central.
On the day of the election, he
and others sponsored the write-

Marty Rowen

have not been given an adequate
share of Central's funds. "There
are too many students who come
here for the athletic program to
be ignored. He also hopes to help
women's athletics grow.
If elected, he will look at ways
to "trim here and there" to
provide this additional money to
the athletic programs.

Dave Larson

KC W s·
AT LAST .....

91 FM CABLE
IN ADDITION TO 880 CAMPUS AM
Weekda1s l-9 am 3-12 pm
Weekends 9 am to 3 am

-noao CAR WASH
Drive The Cleanest Car In Town
FREE With Fillup Texaco Gas
.or 75c
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Eight straight

·'Cots

nab EvCo

by Bill Irving _
staff writer
Everyone knows how difficult it is fo break
tradition. Just ask Central's wrestlers who have
won conference, championships until they've
become a habit.
Eight in a row is the latest string of
Evergreen Conference titles the Wildcats have
won and if you consider the fact that they have
never lost a dual meet in EvCo competition,
that's some kind of winning tradition.
If the 'Cats have grown accustomed to taking
the title, Southern Oregon College must feel like
the University of Southern California in PAC-8
basketball.
SOC finished in the runnerup spot for the
third straight year, losing this time by a score of
87 points to 791/a. Last year's margin was only
five points and the year before it was 13.
The Red Raiders and consistent Wildcats ran
away with the show this year. Trailing them
were Oregon College of Education with 45 1/z
points, Eastern Washington 421/z, Oregon
Technical Institute 24 1/z, Eastern Oregon 18 and
Western Washington 14. Central had three
individual champs and SOC five as each put
seven grapplers in the championship finals.
Two of the three champs were shoe-ins. Kit
Shaw was devastating, winning all three
matches by pin an 142 pounds and Greg Gowens,
defending 142-pound EvCo champ who wrestled
at 134 to make way for Shaw, waltzed through
with lopsided decisions. Only Tom Qmli 190
had trouble, beating a SOC opponent in the
finals, 5-4 make up for last year's second place
finish.
John Burkholder had two early wins at 150
pounds but he had to forfeit the title bout
because of the flu. Coach Eric Beardsley said
Burkholder probably would have defeated his
Southern Oregon opponent, the defending
conference champ, if he'd been healthy.
That winning tradition plus a team depth that
saw all IO central grapplers place in the
tourney was the deciding factor said Beardsley.
The 'Cats took four runnerup spots, two third
place finished and a fourth. "That's what won
it," Beardsley summarized.

The College Plan For The
College ·Man &Woman

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE
700 North Sprague - 925-4175

Introducing Civet Oil.
The most potent of
sensual signals.
You'll sense its
captivating power. Its
cat-like subtlety.
He will, too.
And more.
The passion of man
for woman, woman for
man, is here.
In Jovan Civet Oil
Perfume.
The most potent of
sensual signals.
And all you have to
do to send you rs, is
wear it

Evergreen · Champions Once Again
Larry Noble (126) lost to SOC's defending
conference champ and fourth place finisher in
the NAIA Nationals, 6-4, for one second and
Jim Adams (167), Dick Chambers (heavyweight)
and Burkholder got the others. Tony Blore (158)
and Stu Hayes (177) took thirds and Lee
Reichert (118) a fourth. Chambers, a legitimate
177-pounder with only a 2-11 record going into
conference, was a big surprise.
Central, currently ranked second behind
Adams State (Alamosa, Colo.) and ahead of SOC
in the NAIA National rankings, is a team to
which tradition means a lot. Speaking for
himself, Beardsley said, "It means a lot to me,"
but even more to the team. "I don't think any of
them want to be a member of a team that lost at
conference meet," he noted.
Tradition also means. a tough schedule with a
usual less-than-imposing dual meet record. This
season their mark is 8-3 and the schedule has
included such disasters as 32-3 shellacking by
the University of Oregon. "You've got to be
willing to .take your licks and bounce back,"
Beardsley said.

Summing up another conference championship, Beardsley said, "We really had some great
performances from our kids to get as many as
we did in the finals," "We were really worried
when we forfeited John's (Burkholder) weight."
"When Tom Omli won I knew then we had it for
sure."
The tradition of winning wrestling crowns
seems to be another sure thing. ·

Kittens host tournament

The Kittens will be winding up
a successful regular season with
a trio of games in Nicholson
Pavilion this Saturday. Their 6-3
record will be on the line.
Probably the best game will
come from Western Washington
State College. The Vikings are a
physically tall club boasting a
6'4" pivot woman. This year's
undefeated season is characteristic of Western teams in past
years.
Washington State University
will be countering later in the
afternoon with a 6'6" center,

Jennifer Gray, regarded by
many as the state's best woman
pivot. Earlier this season Ms.
Gray was rested after one and a
half quarters, with 10 points
against a stringent Kitten
defense.
The Kitten's third challenger,
the University of Washington,
edged the Kittens 44-42 in their
last meeting. The girls from
Central jumped off to a 15-point
first half lead before they
succumed to their third quarter
blahs. It was a quarter in which
they were plagued by costly fouls

ARTIC BURGER
Small Drink I Fries

and turnovers. The Kittens will
be eagerly awaiting their second
chance.
Women's P.E. department
head, Dr. Betty Hileman, filling
in for ailing coach Lacey, feels
the Kittens are ready. "This
season's experience has allowed
the girls to realize the game they
are capable of." The Kittens,
really not'overly eager, know the
competition will be tough.
"We're ready, but if anybody's
going to win, they'll have to get
past Western," stated Dr.
Hileman.
The Kittens are not without
their stars. A team dominated by
underclasswomen, it has outstanding seniors in Laurel
McKeehan and Betsy Romaine.
Laurel leads the team with an
overall shooting mark of 51
per cent, while Betsy heads the
team rebounders.
These will be the Kitten's last
contests before the Northwest A
Tournament to he held at WSU
next weekend.

This Week's Special Valid Only_ On

Feb. 26-21-28

Jovan Civet
Oil
oz.
Y3 fl.

Th~ ability to do that is expected to pay off for
the five wrestlers Beardsley plans to take back
to the nationals at Morningside College in Sioux
City, iowa, in March. Going for sure are Noble,
Gowens, Shaw, Burkholder and Omli with a
couple of other possibilities, Beardsley said.
On march 2-3 those five will compete in the
NCAA Regionals in Portland and Beardsley
says their performances there could determine
who will go to the nationals.
"I think we've got four men going, anyone of
which is capable of going all the way,'.' Beardsley
estimated. Those four are the EvCo champs and
Burkholder.

ALL ,19

ISSUES
'THE MOTHER
EA.RTH NEWS'

$5.00

I

Valley Specialty
Your Beauty Health end Prescription Center"
CLARENCI: HELGESON and JOE SCHWAB
4tlt •d PIH
925·5344

Just Across· t~e Campus. ~n- 8th ·

Foods
111 West ·6th - 925-2505
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Sports
EvCo swim meet
underway in· Pavilion
EVCO MEET--Host Central will be going for its
ninth straight conference championship today
and tomorrow as the EvCo meet goes into its
second day. Preliminary events will start at 1

p.m. today in Nicholson Pavilion with the finals
to begin at 8p.m. Saturday, the prelims are to
start at 9:30 a.m. with the finals to start at 2
p.m. Admission is free.
(photo by Bates)

Win streak .e nds

Hoopers grab conference
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
Playing just super basketball
for the first two games of a threegame series in five nights on the
road, the Wildcats basketball
finally burst as they lost to
Seattle Pacific College 73-52 last
Tuesday ·night in Seattle.
The win snapped the 'Cats win
streak at six. Central had earlier
won games five and six in the
streak with a 66-52 win over
Southern Oregon and a 89-64
victory over Oregon. Tech last
Friday and Saturday respectively.
"We've been playing just real
good ball, but tonight we were
just a step too slow," said coach
Dean Nicholson following the
SPC loss.
"We'll just go home ~nd rest
up again and we'll be at full
strength again tltis weekend,"
said a confident Nicholson.
The win against Southern
Oregon gave the 'Cats the
Evergreen Conference title with
a record of nine wins and one
loss. It also marked the seventh
time in nine tries that the 'Cats
have wrapped up the conference
crown.
The Wildcats, who had
defeated Seattle Pacific 57-53 in
Ellensburg earlier this year,
were the victims of two SPC
school records. The Falcons shot
a remarkable 61 per cent shooting mark from the floor, hitting
on 27 of 44 shots and also were
19-for-19 at the free throw line.
Leading 20-15 with 9:28 to go
on some timely inside shooting
by Ron Weber and Rich Hanson,
the 'Cats suddenly lost it. The
Falcons, behind the great inside
work of 6-9 Doug Love and 6-7
Jim Ballard, were able to outscore the Wildcats 15-2 in the
final nine minutes of the half to
lead 30-22.
Central closed the gap in the
second half to two points, 32-30
with 17:47 remaining but Love
and Ballard each scored on three
point plays and SPC led by eight.
Then with 13:44 left to go in
the game, Love hit four more
buckets and Central couldn't get
the ball to drop and the game

was over for all intent and
purposes.
Love topped SPC with 24
points with Ballard getting 16.
Hanson dropped in 16 points to
lead the 'Cats with Remo:rid
Henderson getting 14.
In wrapping up the Evergreen
Conference title against Southern Oregon, the 'Cats quickly
jumped off to a fast start only to
have SOC tie the score at 14-all
with 11:46 left in the first half.
But then Ron Weber and Greg
Larson hit two buckets each, and
the Wildcats quickly upped the
lead to 10 points.
Leading 36-24 at half, Central
took complete command ·of the
game right off and jumped off to
a 56-28 lead with 12:34 left in the
game behind Henderson's eight
points and Bill Eldred's four.
Nicholson then inserted the
reserves, and the Red Raiders
were able to make the score
more respectable as they outscored the 'Cat reserves 25-8.
Weber, who got many free
shots from the baseline because ·
of a SOC zone defense that
collapsed on Hanson, was high
point man for the Wildcats as he
scored 20 points, including eight
of 11 shots from t.he field.
Hanson, Central's leading
scorer, was held to only 10 points
but made his presence known on
the court by contributing a
career-high 11 assists and a game ·
high 12 rebounds.
The next night against Oregon
Tech saw the Owls take a
different strategy again.s t the
Wildcats. Instead of double

teaming Hanson, Tech decided to
play a man-for-man defense. The
results were self-explanatory as
Hanson hit a collegiate career
high of 37 points as he struck
home on 15 ~f 25 shots and a
perfect seven for seven at the
charity line. He also pulled down
15 rebounds and had six assists.
Even though the score was
lopsided at the end, the 'Cats
weren't able to pull away until
the final 14 minutes.
Oregon Tech jumped off to a
9-2 lead only to have Central go
·ahead 10-9 on eight straight
points. Following several lead
changes the 'Cats went ahead for
good-as-reserve senior Bill
Henninger came off the bench to
score two points and help . out
with four assists as the 'Cats led
34-30 at half.
Hanson started the second half
off by hitting a jumper to give
him two more points to go with
his 18 first half points. Following
an OTI field goal, Bill Eldred hit
three ·straight buckets and
Central led by eight with little
over 14 minutes remaining. OTI .
coach Dan Miles was then hit
with two technical fouls and
Hanson converted both. The
technical fouls ignited the 'Cats
as they exploded and upped their
lead to as much as 30 points.
Central's next action will be
tomorrow night as they take on
Oregon College of Education in
Monmouth, and travel to Portland to take on Portland State
University on Monday. The 'Cats
beat both teams in Nicholson
Pavilion earlier this year.

Phillips, a junior transfer from
the University of Washington,
won both the 50 and 100 freestyle
events at the NAIA nationals
last year and holds the national
record in both.
Southern Oregon also has the

SNOW :TIRES
REMOVED

99~

Alwa1s Lowest Prices On QualifJ Tires
Now 2 Locations
To Serve You

DARREL'S AMERICAN
8th and Main

925--5169

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Sport Clothes
Long and Short After-Five Dresse~
Long Coats and Pant Coats

'HALF PRICE
Panty Hose . . ~ 2 FOR rHe
Price Of One
Bra Sa le Still . . . 2 FoR 1

TROPICAL FISH

Wilson Creek Rd.
962-9166

Southern Oregon returns all
but one swimmer from last year's
fifth place NAIA national team,
and features one of the top
swimmers in the nation, Craig
Phillips.

No. 1 rated NAIA 100 butterfly
swimmer in John Blanchard.
For Bob Gregson's young
Central team, freshman Ken
Randon, in the freestyle events,
is expected to lead.
Also expected to carry the
Wildcats hopes are: Mike Miller
in the butterfly events, Craig
Brown in the freestyle and
breast, Joe White in the breast
and Dick Stumph in the distance
freestyle.
"It should be a close meet
between Southern Oregon and
us," admits Gregson. "SOC is
tough in the sprint events and
we're pretty tough in the
distance events so it should go
right down to the final relay."
Preliminary events begin at 5
p.m. Thursday with the finals in
those events slated for 8 p.m.
Friday, preliminary events start
at 1 p.m. with the finals at 8 p.m.
Saturday, the prelims are at 9:30
a.m. with the finals to start at 2
p.m. Admission is free to all
three days of competition.

SEE MARGARET'S

OVERTON'S
OPEN DAILY
12:00 NOON 9:00 PM
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Central . puts its eight-year
Evergreen Conference swimming reign on the line Thursday
as the Wildcats host the EvCo
swimming and diving championships at the Nicholson Pavilion
pool.
Five teams are entering in the
three-day competition which gets
underway at 5 p.m. Thursday.
Challenging the Wildcats reign
will be top-rated Southern
Oregon, Oregon College, Eastern
Washington and
Wes tern
Washington.
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MARGARET'S
IN THE PLAZA
720 E. 8th· 925-9737

NBofC has an easier way
to pay for things.
Whatever your thing, pay for it with an NBofC checking account. There's no need to carry large amounts of
cash. Ask about an NBofC checking account. Soon.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

NOC

MEMBER F.0.1.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

Ellen5b,lrg Office~ 501 N. Pearl Streef.
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by Linda Hiersche
catalog editor
Today at noon the band
Phoenix will be playing in the
SUB Pit. Free, of course.
ERMAN-GAY ARTY-PAY
Das deutsche Fest es gibt
guten
Kartoffelsalat
und
W urstchen, l\fosik, Tanz und
Spass. Es Kostet nur einen
Dollar und sie mussen Lostum
tragen. Sonnabend den 24.
Februar. 20 uhr. StevensWhitney Studentenheim.
EDUCATION STUDENTS
Spring student teachers and
-option C students should sign up
on the bulletin board outside
Black 206 to discuss your placement with your . supervisor on
Tuesday, Feb. 27, from 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. in Grupe Conference
Center.
BERGMAN FESTIVAL
The Ingmar Bergman Film
Festival will continue Monday
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CATALOG
night with the showing of "The present a joint junior recital
Virgin Spring." The film will tonight at 8: 15 in Hertz Recital
begin at 7:30 in McConnell Hall.
Auditorium. A discussion session
will be held on Tuesday at 4 p.~.
CO-REC
in SUB 204-5, led . by David
No Co-rec will be held today or
Kaufman and Charles Nadler. · tomorrow. Regular hours will
This session is open to anyone resume on Sunday.
and will be thoroughly informal.
GOODIES
"'The Virgin Spring' grimly
Recreation Club is sponspring
depicts a father's ruthless
vengeance Jor the raJ.le and "Oldies But Goodies Night"
murder of his virgin daughter. complete with a spaghetti feed
Bergman fills our eyes with tonight from 6-8 p.m. Tickets can
highly contrasting black and be bought for 75 cents in the SUB
white to evoke an imaginative Information Booth from 10 a.m.
medieval world, suggesting the to 4 p.m. Admission price gets
battle of Christianity and you spaghetti, music, raffles and
paganism." (Program notes by door prizes. Everyone welcome.
the sponsoring organizations: the
Religious Studies Program,
ED.307
Associated Students of Central,
All students who wish to
and Residence Hall Council.)
register for Introduction to
Education (Ed. 307) sprmg
MUSIC RECITAL
quarter must attend one of the
Candy Jones, mezzo-soprano, following orientation meetings:
and Karen Barton, piano, will Monday, Feb. 26, 3 p.m.; Wednesday, Feb. 28, 7:30 p.m.; or
Thursday, Marc}l. l, 10 a.m. All
meetings are in Black 101.
Permits to register for the class
will be issued at that time.

Students gain experience
via internship ·program
Cooperative Education is a
new emphasis at Central this
year. The office took form last
September, under the leadership
of Dr. Gerald Reed.
The community and the college
cooperate in providing a practical
education for a student. The
student gains career training,
financial opportunities, credits
and practical experience. It is an
expanded internship program
available to students in most
fields of study.
The student is assigned to an
off-campus agency for a full
quarter. The duties can range
from research to office tasks to
artistic pursuits, dependent upon
the · student's interests and
vocational goals.
Some of the areas of interest
have been in business, governmental agencies, social service,
health and medical care, mental
health and counseling, law
enforcement and legal services,
legal assistance and legislative
research, art and mass media,
and environmental services.
According to Dr. Reed, 300
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colleges now have programs in
cooperative education. The
figure is expected to rise to 600
colleges within five years.
Student interest in this
program has increased from 12
participants Fall quarter to more
than 30 students this quarter,
according to Dr. Reed.
One student is doing graphic
work for KCTS in Seattle.
Another, fluent in Chinese, is
working with the Chinese
community in Seattle on health
problems. Some students are
working as aides to counselors.
In most cases, they are
working for no pay, Dr. Reed
said, explaining that ethical
problems arise when these
students take paying positions
away from members of the
community.
The student can see how he
will function outside the classroom in his chosen field and can
apply his knowledge and skill to
the "real thing". At the same
time the college benefits from
more community involvement
and sets up a communication line
to the community, Dr. Reed said.

DANCE TONIGHT
"The Hulk" will be the featured band tonight at the North
}!all sponsored dance in the SUB
Ballroom from 9 p.m. to mid· night. Cost is 50 cents per person
or 75 cents per couple.
€ROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
Here is how to get out of
paying those expensive ski lift
prices: cross-country skiing.
Come to the Yakima CrossCountry Ski Club meeting on
Thursdays at 8 p.m. at Pizza
Pete's in Yakima. For more
information call Dennis Warren
at 925-2003 or Cindy Washburn
at 963-1207. ·
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION
Th~
Career Planning and
Placement Center wishes to
enc.) urage all seniors who are
graduating in March or who will
be doing student teaching spring
quarter to set up their placement
files before they leave campus.
Registration papers may be
picked up at Barge ~all 105.
March graduates who have
already registered with the

Placement Center, and will be
leaving Ellensburg, should come
in and fill out mailing cards if
they wish to be notified of
positions.

ASCMOVIE
"The Taming of the Shrew"
will be shown in the SUB Small
Ballroom tonight and tomorrow
night at 7. Admission is 75 cents
with your ASC card.
1973-74 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS
Financial aid applications and
Parent's and Student's Confidential Statements for 1973-74
are available in the Office of
Financial Counseling
and
Financial Aid.
Student's and Parent's Confidential Statements must be sent
to Berkeley, Calif., by March 1.
Financial aid applications must
be returned to the Office of
Financial
Counseling
and
Financial Aid by April 1.
B.A. DEGREES
B.A. Degree applications are
now available in the Registrar's
Office for spring quarter graduation. The deadline for all
applications is April 6.
EDUCATION STUDENTS
Applications for September
Experience (Ed. 341) and
Student Teaching (Ed. 442) for
the 1973-74 school year will be
· available in Black 2'l6, Office of
Clinical Studies, until March 16.
First come, first serve.
RECYCLE
Beer bottles, aluminum, newspaper, white, green and brown
glass shouldn't be thrown away.
They should be brought to the
Central Recycling Center. The
center is open Monday through
Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. It's
located at the Campus Courts
Garage, #11. For maps contact
Dean Wise's office.
SUMMER SCHOOL
FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid for summer
school is available on a limited
basis. The only funds available
are those not used during the
academic year.
To be eligible for summer aid,
the applicant must have been
enrolled during spring quarter.
Summer school financial aid

LA

application forms will be available in the Office of Financial Aid
from March 5 through April 13.
All applications must be completed and returned to the Office of
Financial Aid no later than May
1.
FEDERALLY INSURED
BANK LOANS
The Office of Financial Aid is
encouraging all students who
plan to apply for a federally
Insured Bank Loan for winter or
spring quarters to do so before
Feb. 15. Federal regulations
concerning the Federally Insured
Bank Loans starting summer
1973, or for the 1973-74 school
year, will not be accepted until
after the new regulations are
fully implemented. This will be
after March 1. Further information will be made available as
it is received by the Office of
Financial Aid.
MASTER'S CANDIDATES
Master's candidates must.
complete all requirements for the
master's degree through the
Graduate Office before March 5
for winter quarter graduation.
SUMMER GIGS
A representative of the U.S.
Forest Service will be on campus
Friday, March 9, conducting
interviews. Full-time summer
employment is available performing survey work. Both men and
women are needed. Jobs will
start on or about June 10 and end
on or about Sept. 23. Work
involves e_x tensive back-packing
and camping. Individuals must
be in good physical condition.
Prefer freshmen an~ sophmores.
Pay scale will range from GS-2
thru GS-5. Those hired will be
working out of the Cle Elum
Ranger Station. Appointments
must be made through the Office
of Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209
or phone 963-1611. Interviews
will be conducted from 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m.
A local Camp Fire representative (Yakima) will be on campus
March 5 conduc;ting interviews
beginning at 10 a.m. Interested
students are asked to contact the
Office of Financial Aid and make
an appointment. These summer
employment interviews will be
held in the Office of Financial
Aid. Interviews will terminate at
3 p.m.

HACIENDA

Presents to you Mr. Manuel Gutierrez (owner of La Hacienda). An expert chef and famous in Authentic Mexican foods.
Within the past three years his original recipes have become
well known in several parts of the United States and Mexico, where he has been a Spokesman in The fnternqtional
Food Conferences, His theme has been his famous Mexican
recipes, an exclusive greaseless formula, at the La Hacienda in Yakima, Ellensburg, and at a future location in Spokane.
La Ha~ienda has a three-point Policy ( 1 ) Ex~ellent Food,
(2) Bright, and tidy, clean surroundings, (3) Prompt and
friendly service.

HOURS:

Noon-9 p.m. Sunday
11 a.m.-9 p.m. Weekdays

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Buy One Deluxe Taco, Get Another Free. Also, Enchiladas,
All You Can Eat $1.85. Served With Refried Beans, Rice, Salad, And Flowership.

ALSO-ORDERS TO GO

401 S. MAIN

962-9985

